
LET’S REVOLUTIONISE THE HYPER-PROCESSED PLANT-BASED 
FOOD MARKET AND CREATE THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE.  

WE ARE NOT A COMPANY.
WE ARE A MOVEMENT. WE ARE THE REVOLUTION.



SO TASTY YOU WON’T EVEN NOTICE IT HAS 60% LESS 
CALORIES AND FAT THAN OUR COMPETITORS*. 

*Our ZeroBeef burger contains 177 calories and 6.4g of fat, compared with a Beyond Meat
burger which contains 250 calories and 18g of fat.



“My love affair with responsible 
foods began 10 years ago - I quit 
everything and changed direction 
to pursue my dreams.”

DAVE AHERN | CO-FOUNDER



Our products are here to help you be the change you want to see. 

Plant Punk is the choice of those who care about their health and 

the health of the planet.



Nothing but 100% natural ingredients, good for you & the planet.

Three plant-based meat alternatives created by award-winning chef Dave Ahern.

ZEROCLUCKSZEROCATCHZEROBEEF
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Lower fat, better for you, and the planet.

Lower carbon footprint, more sustainable 
farming practices for ingredients.

Zero artificial ingredients, we’re the only 
product on the market who can say this!

A straight swap for your existing vegan 
product or meat-based product.

You can cook our products from frozen, 
helping you reduce your waste.
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A genuinely healthy option, our 
ZeroBeef Burger contains just 
5.7g of fat per 100g compared to  
an industry average of 18g per 
100g, with less than half the salt 
content and only 157 calories 
too - ensuring we make a positive 
impact on the health of our 
consumers*.

  Calories Fat Sat Fat Choles- Sodium Carb (g) Fiber (g) Protein  
 (g) (g) terol (mg) (mg)   (g)

 157 5.7 4.3 0 258 19.2 1.7 6.4

 

 230 14.8 4.7 0 600 5.3 3.7 17.1

  

 240 14 8 0 370 9 3 19

 

 238 17 1.3 0 600 3.9 6.5 14

  

 250 18 6 0 390 3 2 20

 

 269 20.1 18 0 480 5.3 4.2 14.7

OUR
ZEROBEEF 
BURGER
VS THEIRS

*Nutritional info for our other products can be found on our    
website www.plantpunkfoods.com.



The ZeroBeef Burger has a unique texture that is 
far more like the hand-formed, top quality minced 
beef you find in high end burger restaurants. 

The burger gives off the smell of cooking beef and takes on the same chargrilled 

marks and sear you get with meat.

The flavour profile of the ZeroBeef Burger again closely mimics earthy, deeply 

umami flavour of dry aged beef.

The texture and flavour of the ZeroBeef beef-alternative range means it 

can be used in traditional ground beef dishes like chilli, cottage pie, spaghetti 

bolognaise and other classic favourites  and innovative new cuisines. 

ZEROBEEF
EXPLAINED



THE
ZEROBEEF 
RANGE

BurgerDeluxe Burger

Plantballs Chilli



Wallis, born in London in the 90s is an entrepreneur, athlete and award 

nominated actress. After years training with the Team GB Olympic squad she 

decided to focus her attention on business instead. At just age 13, she launched 

her first company in events organising, and sold it after 5 years to use the profits 

to pursue her passion and train as an actress. Since her success in the last decade 

within the entertainment industry, starring in Batwoman, Superman: Krypton 

and playing the Villain alongside Mark Wahlberg in the movie, Infinite, Wallis 

has become an acclaimed writer, publishing books, poems and songs for Artists. 

After opting for a plant based lifestyle in 2017, primarily for health and animal 

welfare, Wallis wanted to share the benefits with the world. So teamed up with 

Chef Dave Ahern to create and launch Plant Punk.

WALLIS DAYDAVE AHERN
Dave Ahern is a multi award-winning chef who gave 

up a career as a management consultant for some of 

the words largest companies in order to pursue a love 

and wish to work with food. From his very first day in 

a professional kitchen, he has been driven to reduce 

waste and increase the sustainability of restaurants 

and the ingredients that they use. Initially this was 

based around making as much of the restaurant’s 

menu in house, rather than buying in processed, pre-

made ingredients, this not only made companies more 

environmentally sustainable but more profitable too. 

Several years ago, Dave turned his focus to the 

emerging market of plant-based meat alternatives, 

having studied the products that were on sale in this 

space and reviewing the reasons people were switching 

to these products he realised that there was a large 

disconnect between what consumers wanted and what 

companies were selling them. Dave set out to develop a 

range of products that honoured those consumer ideals 

of being healthy, environmentally sustainable and 

great tasting while being easy for the industry to adopt, 

competitively priced and in line with the new demand 

in the industry for these products. 

THE 
FOUNDERS



PLANT  PUNK
IS MORE THAN A BRAND

Plant Punk is a movement born out of the growing 
consumer backlash against companies hiding behind 
slick marketing promises they rarely keep, and 
out of people’s realisation that they can no longer 
merely demand change, they must be change. 

Plant Punk is that movement made manifest. We are not a company. 

We are a revolution. 



JOIN THE
REVOLUTION

DAVE AHERN
info@plantpunkfoods.com

+44 (0)1824 708 600

www.plantpunkfoods.com


